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I say to you this will be the beginning of how I begin fan away the shame of the past
season. I say shame now will go first. I say then you will begin to come higher and you
will say I am covered again and I feel a covering I've not known. I say to you, you'll
begin to wake up and wear a glory realm that you've never worn before. People will
stop you…I will send you into places. I say you'll walk into some of the riverboats and
all of a sudden people will stop from their slot machines and say, I sense a different
presence. I say to you, I will begin to move you into a manifestation of wearing who I
am. There will be joy manifesting. I say to you even the stadium called "Independence
Stadium" and that which is known as a bowl will become a meeting for freedom in days
ahead. I say and from this meeting many will come, generations, four generations will
align and cry out, and I say I will come with a stirring manifestation of healing power in
that stadium. I say I will begin to wave and from this place I will create movements that
will go both south and north. I will create networks that will form from the south and the
north that will work together and I say to you, I will point you toward the west and what
comes here in the center will begin to affect the west all the way to Tokyo saith the Lord.
From Tokyo I will pick up a new leaf and wave again what you activate. So I say, watch
the Asian involvement that comes and is heard about from Shreveport. For I will be
sending some from Shreveport into Asian areas, and it must be known that it is me
sending them. And I say those that remain will keep the glory moving as those go east
and as those go into the depths of…go west through America and into the Far East, I
say it will be known that there is glory from the point that they were sent from. I say this
place will be known and come to be known as a place where many will come and gather
and not only worship me but will worship me for an hour I will manifest with my glory.
Then I say to you for an hour you will make decrees that changes the courses of nations
from this place. And I say to you, legs will be healed all along beginning in Shreveport,
and there will be a move of legs and limbs being healed. And then from that outward
healing, I will move internally and begin to show you the internal nerve structure that
people will start coming to be healed from their nerve conditions. There will be a
healing pool for MS that originates here. So I say to you this night you have come to
stand at the beginning and many of you will see to the end. For I announce to you
tonight the beginning has occurred and where many are confused, within a year from
now throughout this entire nation, you will be ahead and be wearing my glory. For
within a year confusion will fall on this nation, but I say from this place the glory realm
which forms this night will continue to create life and freedom. I say what has been
prophesied 40 years prior—this night is activated. And I say to the stalkers who have
stalked and brought confusion and brought destruction, I say now you are bound in
fetters and chains and unable to operate. In the Name of Jesus, by His blood—now
what God calls a fig leaf by vision now becomes a network of bloodlines that causes My
glory to manifest and increase. I say I will purify bloodlines beginning this night from
this place and many will come for the purification process.

